Setting Up ALLOWANCES (or Options in CHS
Allowances (or some builders call them Options) are generally maximum amounts that the builder has authorized for customer selections for certain types of costs. Allowances might be set up for appliance packages,
plumbing fixtures, hardware, carpet, and so on. Often the builder’s contract states that if the customer makes
selections that total to more than the allowance, the builder will add the overage amount to the contract price.
And vice versa, they often agree to reduce the contract price for selections that are under the allowance
amount. This program will track Allowances and produce reports that display allowance costs that are over or
under the allowance amount.
NOTE: Allowances should not be confused with Change Orders, and it is not advised that Change Orders
should be posted for allowance differences. However, IF you do post Change Orders for cost codes that are
marked as an Allowance on the job's budget, CHS will adjust the Allowance Over/Under analysis for that.
This is to avoid a ‘double dipping’ calculation. There are reports that will detail the allowance overages for
the customer, so it is not necessary to produce a change order for allowance overages. See later information
about applying a markup to Allowance overages.
Original Contract Price
+ Change Orders Price
Orig Contract + CO’s

$500,000.00
$ 4,500.00
$504,500.00

+ Allowance Overages
Revised Contract

$ 2,000.00 (or this could be negative if costs under allowances)
$506,500.00

ADDITIONAL NOTE: A way to track allowance differences (other than on Allowance over/under reports)
is to post a Budgeted Purchase Order for the original allowance amount, and then issue a Variance PO for the
overage (or under) amount. Since Variance PO’s will be displayed in their own column on variance reports,
they are easy to spot.
Allowances are set up on the Job’s Budget Worksheet (see Help documents about Job Budget Worksheet).
If the Measure “Allowance” is selected in the ‘Unit Meas’ field on a budget line, that cost center and its
budgeted amount will be included on the Allowance Agreement and on Allowance Cost and Allowance
Adjustments Reports. See following pages for more information about Allowances.

Allowance Worksheet and Agreement
On the Job Budget Worksheet, one of the buttons at the top of the worksheet is labeled ALLOWANCES Tools.
Clicking that button will open an Allowances Menu window. The Allowance features are described below and
on following pages.

Allowances Worksheet and Agreement - On the menu shown above, click this selection to open the
Allowances Worksheet shown below. A list of budgeted amounts marked as an Allowance will display.
Click on a record in that list to display Notes for that line to the right. Enter as much information in the
Buyer Notes box for each Allowance item as needed on the worksheet. The Buyer Notes will print on an
Allowance Agreement (see next page). Allowance Text can be copied from any 'Internal Notes' displayed by
using the button to ‘Copy Internal Notes To Buyer Notes’. After editing the Notes, click the Submit button.
Markup % To CHARGE On All Allowance Overages OR Markup % To CREDIT On Allowances
Under Budget - If you have a contract that allows you to apply a markup percent to Allowance Overages
and/or to Allowance Credits, enter those percents in the appropriate fields under the list. The markup
percents will be applied to Allowance overages and/or credits to calculate a total Allowance Adjustment for
the job. See following pages for more info about Allowance Adjustments.

Allowance Worksheet and Agreement - continued
Use the buttons at the top of the Allowances Worksheet window labeled Allownace Agreement OR Allowance
Agreement With Items to print an Allowance Agreement that the builder and the customer can sign. One report will
NOT list any Items that have been check marked for the budget. One report WILL list the Items that have been
check marked for the budget.

Below is the agreement that does NOT include budgeted Items. Use the link on the CHS Help window to see a
copy of an Allowance Agreement that includes the budgeted items.

Allowances Over/Under Analysis
CHS will calculate how much Allowances are
heading over or under by comparing the
budgeted allowance to the current Estimated
Costs At Completion (ECC). As you will see
later in this document, CHS will use the total
of Allowance Over/Unders to come up with a
'Revised Contract Price' that is important
towards the end of the job. To open an
analysis of the over/under calculations, use
the button labeled Allowances Over/Under
Analysis on the Allowances Tools menu.
Below is a screenshot of the calculations of allowance over/unders. Notice that the Total Appliance Package has
gone OVER because we have issued Purchase Orders for appliances that are OVER the budgeted allowance. CHS has
applied the markup percent entered to use for Allowance Overages on the Allowances Worksheet (shown on
previous page) and is calculating how much should be added to a contract balance for the overage. NOTE that no
Actual Costs have been posted for the appliances yet. See next page to see what happens IF we pay less for appliances
than the PO's we issued!

To the right is a report of
Purchase Orders issued for the
Total Appliance Package cost
codes. This report was opened
by clicking on the Purchase
Orders amount in the 2nd to
last column on the analysis
window shown above.
Notice that the overage is
caused by a Variance PO
issued for a refrigerator
requested by the buyer that
was not part of the original
allowance agreement.

Allowances Over/Under Analysis - continued
Now let's take a look at what happens if we post Actual Costs bills for the Appliances that are LESS than the Purchase Orders
issued AND check mark those Actual Costs as DONE on the Estimated Costs At Completion worksheet. (See other Help
about ECC worksheet.) Notice that our Allowance Adjustment has gone down. Once Actual Costs are check marked as
DONE, the Actual Costs become the Estimated Costs at Completion for a cost center. This job isn't very far along, but you
can see why it is VERY important at the end of a job to check mark posted costs as Done on the ECC Worksheet. That way
the Estimated Costs at Completion will end up being the SAME as Actual Posted Costs at the end of the job and the total of all
Allowance Adjustments will accurately reflect the over (or under) amounts for Allowances.

The report shown to the right is
produced by clicking on an amount in
the Actual Costs column on the
Allowances Over/Under Analysis
worksheet shown above.

NOTE that you can print a Contract Balance Report in CHS that will add the total of Allowance Adjustments to the contract
price to come up with a Current Revised Price IF the job type is Fixed. (Allowance Adjustments are a mute point on Cost Plus
contracts.) This Contract Balance Report is most important toward the END of a job. (This job is not very far along yet.)

The Contract Balance
Report can be opened
by clicking on the
Budgets/Estimates...
button on the Home
tab of CHS. Then
click the Reports: ECC/
Variances link for the
job on the list of Jobs
With Budgets .

Effects Of Creating A Change Order For A Cost Code Marked As An Allowance
While we do not advise that Change Orders be created for cost code centers that are marked as Allowances (unless it is a Cost
Plus Fee contract), CHS WILL handle the effects of issuing Change Orders for Allowance cost centers. It is assumed that a
builder will issue a Change Order for an allowance overage because they will be collecting a payment for the Change Order.
Therefore, in order NOT to double dip on the Contract Balance Report shown on the previous page, CHS will adjust Allowance
Over/Under calculations DOWN by the price of any Change Orders issued for allowance cost centers. Below is a report of
Change Orders we have now posted to the cost code for Appliances. The one Change Order listed is for the refrigerator added
to the Appliances costs on previous pages. The Change Order was marked up 25% to come up with the Change Order Price to
collect from the Buyer.

On the Allowances Over/Under Analysis shown below, notice the effect of issuing the Change Order above. You can see that
the Allowance overage has been REDUCED by the Change Order price and caused a negative allowance adjustment. Look at
how that works out OK on the Contract Balance report shown further down on this page.

Notice that the NET effect on the Contract Balance Report of adding Change Orders and Allowance Adjustment to the
Contract Price for a Fixed Contract is the SAME as the effect on the Contract Balance report shown on the previous page
BEFORE a Change Order was issued.
The Contract Balance
Report can be opened
by clicking on the
Budgets/Estimates...
button on the Home
tab of CHS. Then
click the Reports: ECC/
Variances link for the
job on the list of Jobs
With Budgets .

Quick Note About Other Places To Open The Job Allowances Tools
On the beginning pages of this Help document, we showed how to open the Job Allowances Tools and Reports
menu from the Job Budget Worksheet. That window can be opened from other places in CHS. Below is a
screenshot showing the window that Lists Jobs With and Wthout budgets that opens when clicking the
Budget/Estimates... button on the home tab. There is a link on each job record line labeled Allowances that can be
used to open the Job Allowances Tools window.

The Job Allowances Tools can ALSO be opened from the Estimated Costs At Completion(ECC) Worksheet as
shown below. The ECC Worksheet is where you would click that Actual Costs posted are Done. As mentioned
earlier, since Allowance Adjustments are calculated based on comparing the original budgeted allowance amounts
to the current ECC amounts, it is important that when all Actual Costs have been posted, they are check marked as
done so that the Estimated Cost At Completion for a cost will be the same as the Actual Costs posted.

Reports Available On The Allowances Adjustments Window
There are several reports available on the window for the Allowances Over/Under Analysis. These reports will
halp you analyze the allowance adjustments. Click the REPORTS button for a menu of those reports.

Allowance Over/Under Analysis - Clicking this report button will produce the report shown below.

Allowances Analysis Reports - continued...
Allowance Over/Under Analysis Including Summed Costs And POs So Far - Clicking this report button will
produce the report shown below.

Allowances and Costs Detail With PAID Status Of Costs - Clicking this report button will produce the report
shown below. (NOTE that there is also a report like this that does NOT show the paid status of posted actual costs.)

Allowances Analysis Reports - continued...
Purchase Orders Issued For Allowances - Clicking this report button will produce the report shown below.

